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INTENSE AIR. ACTIVITY OVER WESTERN DESERT

Air activity over the Western Desert Battle area is reaching a pitch comparable

in intensity with the peak effort of the earlier campaign last May and June,

During the past two days, our air forces have repeatedly intercepted and.

driven off formations of heavily escorted Stuka dive-bombers, while our light

bombers, composed of aircraft of the Royal Air Force, the South African Air Force

and the United States Army Air Force, have kept up strong and persistent attacks

on enemy land forces in the battle area and transport in their immediate rear.

Fighter squadrons of the R.A.F. and the S.A.A.F. have carried out numerous

offensive patrols and sweeps, during which there have been sharp encounters*

In a preliminary count, our fighters have definitely destroyed eleven enemy

■.■aircraft and probably destroyed or damaged many more.

Soon after dawn on Monday, our light bombers, with fighter escort, attacked

enemy troops and transport vehicles. By the middle of the clay, no fewer than seven

separate bomber raids had been made. Nearly all our bomber formations encountered

enemy fighters but our escorting fighters kept them from making contact with the

bombers. In the first raid one Me, 109 was shot down.

During a later raid by our bombers, enemy fighters attacked in strength, but

despite some casualties among our fighters, the bombers went on and attacked their

objective. In the morning, our-fighters, although heavily outnumbered, attacked

a formation of at least 30 Stukas escorted by more than 20 He, 109s, One He*, was

destroyed and several damaged. Other enemy raids took place during the day -•■

the operations culminating in a big battle in the afternoon between our fighters
and Me, 109s,

In preliminary combats the enemy -were twice driven off. Later, a formation

of at least 40 Stukas escorted by some 30 Me, 109 s was sighted. In the subsequent

engagement the- whole enemy formation was forced to retreat with four Stukas and

one He. 109 falling away in flames.

Our long range fighters successfully attacked enemy transport on the coastal

road between Gambut and Sidi Barrani, Enemy casualties for the day were six.

bombers and five fighters. Our casualties were eleven, but four pilots are safe.


